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Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: LAP Lambert Academic Publishing | Textbook for students of
technical speciality | Descriptive geometry is a science which studies the methods of image of
spatial figures on a plane and the ways of solving of the tasks of geometric character, in particular
the tasks destined for defining of a mutual situation of the figures and their metric characteristics,
therefore in these textbook the basic attention is spared by method of projection. The tasks
destined for defining of the figures situation (this is the tasks on their belonging to each other and
their mutual intersection), the tasks destined for defining of the metric characteristics (the various
distances or life-size of geometric figures) are considered. Descriptive geometry prepares of future
bachelors to the mastering of profile disciplines, to technical creativity (art of designing), therefore
in textbook two chapters are dedicated to a curve lines and surfaces and development of surfaces.
This is the 2nd additional edition | Format: Paperback | Language/Sprache: english | 72 pp.
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Very useful to all of category of people. I actually have read through and that i am sure that i will likely to go through once more again in the foreseeable
future. I realized this book from my i and dad advised this publication to find out.
-- Alta Kirlin-- Alta Kirlin

This is the very best publication i have got read until now. It is definitely simplified but shocks within the fi y percent of the pdf. You may like how the
article writer create this pdf.
-- Rosario Durgan-- Rosario Durgan
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